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1.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the ecological assessment for the proposed ecopower project at the former RNAD mine
depot site at Blackbridge, ecologists from ExCAL carried out badger (Meles meles) surveys of
the site in December 2016 to February 2017, to establish locations & status of badger setts,
latrines, prints & sightings, travel routes & foraging areas (Bowen, L. Blackbridge, Milford
Haven. Badger Survey February 2017. ExCAL, Ammanford). Results are shown in Fig 1.
Fig 1. Results of badger sett / activity surveys

A key result of the badger surveys was that two main setts appear to be present within the site:
Main Sett A (at SM91626 05667) - within woodland in the northwest corner of the site (and
above the main entrance road); and Main Sett B (at SM92073 05248) - within scrub woodland in
the fields immediately north & west of the reservoirs. Distance between setts A & B is 650m.
Development plans for the site will result in the destruction of Sett B (under an NRW licence &
following successful exclusion of badgers from the sett). Mitigation for the loss of Sett B will
include the construction of an artificial sett to be created within the rough grassland immediately
south of the existing sett.
To determine whether one or two badger social groups are active within the survey area (with
each group using a different main sett) a badger bait survey is required. This report describes the
results of a badger bait survey carried out during April & May 2017. Surveys were carried out by
Geoff Liles & Laura Bowen.
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2.

METHODS

Badger Activity at Setts A & B
During the 2016/17 badger surveys undertaken by ExCal, evidence of activity (digging, active
latrines, badger paths & bedding) was found at both setts A & B. By early April 2017 - the start
of preparations for the bait marking surveys - badger activity at Sett B appeared to have declined
significantly, with no signs of fresh digging, leaf debris in sett entrances, vegetation growing over
badger paths, and little or no use of latrines. Badger activity at Sett A remained high.
To assess badger activity levels at Sett B during the bait marking surveys two methods were used:
sticks were placed across sett entrances; and trail cameras were set up on well-used paths to/from
setts.
A trail camera was also set up at Sett A to determine numbers & status of badgers using the sett.
Bait Marking Survey
The aim of the bait marking survey was to determine whether Setts A & B were occupied by the
same badger social group, or by different social groups.
The methodology was based on Harris et al 1994. The bait marking technique utilizes different
coloured beads (food grade, harmless and indigestible plastic beads) mixed with a food readily
taken by badgers (usually a mixture of syrup & peanuts) and placed at each of the main setts.
Badgers mark their territory boundaries and key sites (setts & foraging areas) with faeces left in
dung pits (latrines) so that the appearance of the different coloured beads in the faeces provides
an indication of the extent of travel undertaken by badgers from different setts, and the social
groups present within an area. A mixture of peanuts and syrup with coloured food-grade beads
was left outside the two main setts found during the initial badger surveys.
Bead colours: Sett A = Blue; Sett B = Orange (Fig 2).
Fig 2 . Main setts with coloured beads

Bait was placed around both setts on April 26th and replenished over the course of several days.
Bait was deposited in 15 to 20 shallow pits dug around sett entrances & adjacent to badger paths
close to each sett. To protect bait from predation by squirrels & birds large stones (that could be
moved easily by badgers) were placed over the bait (an example is shown in Plate 1).
Ref. Harris, S. Jefferies, D. Cheeseman, C. & Booty, C. (1994). Problems with Badgers? Third
revised edition. RSPCA, Horsham.
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Plate 1. Stones over bait piles at Sett A

Following the first few days of bait placement a search was made to record bait return in latrine
pits by following badger paths, examining known latrine sites, and searching along hedgerows
within the site to discover new latrines. Surveys continued until mid May.
Survey Limitation.
Bait marking surveys are carried out to determine extent of badger territories, and to establish the
limits of badger social groups. For this to be successful a large area of land should be searched.
For the present study it was not possible to survey fields & habitats adjacent to the Egnedol site
because access permission into surrounding fields & woodland was not granted by the landowner.
Fig 3. Initial badger survey area outlined in red & pale blue.
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Although a comprehensive survey for badger territory boundaries was not possible, the main aim
of the bait survey was to establish whether the two putative main setts (A & B) are being used by
one or two social groups. If both main setts are used by the same social group, beads of both blue
& orange should appear in one or other of the latrines associated with the setts.

3.

RESULTS

Badger activity: Sett A.
Badger activity levels at the start of bait marking studies, and throughout the survey period, were
high, with several entrances clear of debris, deposits of fresh bedding, re-excavation of three
entrances, obvious regular use of badger paths, and fresh latrines.
Evidence from the trail camera from several nights recording showed that the sett was used by
three adults and two cubs (Fig 4 taken from May 2nd 2017).
Fig 4. Screen shot from trail camera: 3 adults + 2 cubs.

Bait was taken from all bait pits during each night after bait was replenished.
Badger activity: Sett B.
With the exception of one entrance at Sett B, sticks placed across entrances remained in place
during the period of the bait marking survey. None of the sett entrances showed signs of fresh
digging.
The trail camera picked up occasional visits to Sett B by a single badger.
Although all bait had been taken when the first survey was carried out, not all bait was cleared
during subsequent surveys, and some bait locations were left untouched.
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Bait Marking Survey
Latrine searches were carried out daily from April 27 th to May 11th 2017. A total of 17 latrines
were found. Locations of numbered latrines are shown in Fig 4 and described in Table 1(arranged
in groups based on their proximity to setts A & B).
Table 1 Locations & descriptions of badger latrines

Latrine
No.
Sett A
(Blue)
9
10
11
14
16

Grid Reference

Description

SM91627 05666
SM91654 05698
SM91566 05581
SM91492 05517
SM91681 05810

A few latrines by blue main sett
Two latrines north of blue sett under a tall sycamore
Five latrines on a well-used path
Several holes and one latrine on bank
Latrine under fallen tree with well-used badger path leading to and
from it.

Sett B
(Orange)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
12
13
15
17

SM92580 05250
SM92400 05180
SM92290 05010
SM91850 05020
SM91878 05194
SM91865 05251
SM92072 05226
SM92061 05201
SM92112 05272
SM91811 05332
SM91889 05327
SM92230 05110

Several latrines located in woodland near stream
Latrine near sett entrances
Latrine in field near foraging evidence
Latrine and rabbit burrowing
Latrine near well-used badger path
Four latrines next to a well-used badger path and foraging evidence
Latrine by orange sett entrances
Latrine just outside orange sett entrances
Large latrine by fence line north of orange sett
Latrine next to water trough
Latrine next to well-used path leading into adjacent field
Five latrines along hedge line.

Latrines with Blue Beads
During most of the survey period blue beads were found regularly in latrines within 170m of Sett
A (in Latrines 9, 10, 11, & 16).
At the end of the survey period blue beads were found for the first time in Latrine 6 (Fig 5a), a
distance of 470m from Sett A and 190m from Sett B, as well as orange beads (Fig 5b).
Fig 5a. Latrine 6 with blue beads 12/5/17

Fig 5b. Latrine 6 with orange beads 12/5/17
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Latrines with Orange Beads
Orange beads were found only occasionally, at two of the latrines at Sett B and at Latrine 6
(190m from Sett B) on May 4th 2017 and on subsequent surveys.
Latrines with No Beads
Most of the 11 latrines in which no beads were found were not used at all during the survey
period. The exceptions were: Latrine 12 at which fresh dung was found on two surveys; and
Latrine 17 that was discovered during the final survey with fresh dung.

4.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Status of Setts A & B
Evidence from field signs & trail camera footage indicates that Sett A is used as a main sett at
present, and that badger use of Sett B has ceased (for the present).
Badger Social Groups
Because of limitations to the area that could be surveyed (due to landowner permission being
refused) it is not possible to determine & map the territorial boundaries, or extent of badger
travel, for badgers taking blue bead and orange bead bait.
Results of the bait surveys together with levels of badger activity recorded at both setts suggest
that the area of habitat within the Egnedol site (shown in Fig 3) is occupied by a single badger
social group with Sett A as the main breeding sett.
The distance between main setts of different social groups is typically 500m (but can vary greatly
depending on habitat quality). Although the distance between Sett A & Sett B is 650m (and could
potentially support two social groups) the geography of the site – with very little land habitat
available to badgers south of Sett B, and an industrial development to the east – is likely to have
a significant influence on how many social groups can be supported.
Distribution of coloured beads
The distribution of blue & orange beads in latrines, together with trail camera recordings from
Sett B, suggests that one of the three adult badgers inhabiting Sett A travels over to Sett B on
foraging trips, and may extend foraging east of Sett B to close to the reservoir and Latrine 17.
The presence of blue beads in Latrine 10 (located on a well-used path on the boundary between
the woodland and field) and in Latrine 16 (located on a well-used path within the woodland north
of the sett) suggests that badgers from Sett A travel out eastwards across the adjacent fields and
northwards to the wooded stream valley.
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5.

CONCLUSIONS

1.
2.
3.

The site is occupied by a single badger group, with Sett A as the present main sett.
Sett B is not in use at present, although was an active sett until early 2017.
The loss of Sett B for the proposed development should not affect the survival of the
resident badger social group so long as Sett A remains intact and undisturbed, that
a replacement sett is created as a fail-safe or back-up sett, and that as much as possible
of the foraging habitats (i.e. rough grassland) are retained / created.
In order for badgers based at Sett A to gain access to foraging habitats (mainly the stream
& reservoir valley and woodlands, and areas of rough grassland) it will be vital to ensure
that secure travel routes for badgers through the proposed development site are
maintained / established.

4.

6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

With the planned loss of Sett B it is vitally important that Sett A is strictly protected from
disturbance so that it can continue to act as a main sett. A management plan that places
protection of the sett as its primary objective should be drawn up for the entire woodland
(and not just the area around the sett).
An artificial sett should be constructed as a replacement to Sett B. However, the artificial
sett should be considered as a potential back-up for Sett A, and not as an alternative. The
priority must be to retain & protect Sett A. A suggested methodology for artificial sett
construction and sett closure is given in the Appendix, together with details for artificial
sett construction & methods of closing Sett B.
A number of badger paths into and through the main development area have been
identified (see Fig 4). It will be important to ensure that as many as possible of these
badger paths remain accessible to badgers, and/or that potential badger paths are
established through the development site to provide badgers with easy access between
Sett A and the stream / reservoir woodlands, and the rough grasslands to the south. One
possibility for retaining / creating badger travel paths will be to provide as much
grassland as is feasible between buildings to establish a network of strips of vegetation
through the site, rather than extensive hard landscaping.

2.

3.

Geoff Liles
June 2017
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APPENDIX
A SUGGESTED STRATEGY FOR:
(a) ARTIFICIAL SETT CONSTRUCTION & (b) SETT CLOSURE
The timing and coordination of works for both elements (a & b) is critical. Important
considerations include: Sett destruction can only be carried out with an NRW Badger Licence,
and a badger licence can only be issued after full planning permission has been granted; sett
destruction must take place between July & November inclusive; and artificial setts should be
constructed a minimum of 6 months prior to sett exclusion.
The following suggested strategy for the Egnedol site is based on a step by step series of tasks.
Notes on each task are highlighted in red.
a) Artificial Sett Construction (sett designs & details shown in App A1 below)
1. Remove reptiles from the area. Erect reptile fencing around construction area &
capture/release reptiles. Reptile capture during the summer can be difficult so may need
to be extended into the following spring. Reptile fence should be left in situ during
construction works.
2. Check for ground + scrub nesting bird.
3. Prepare site. Clear scrub (but leave as much as possible for cover). Excavate artificial sett
footprint with land sloping downwards from the site of sett chambers.
4. Build artificial sett.
5. Cover with earth & plant scrub above. Soil depth above sett chambers should be >1m.
6. Remove reptile fencing and provide supplementary food outside sett entrances.
7. Monitor site for evidence of use by badgers. (Sticks across entrances; soil for prints; trail
cameras).
Note: In preparation for the badger licence application a good record (notes, dates & photographs)
should be kept of each stage of the construction.
b) Sett Closure (Badger Exclusion & Sett Destruction). [Details on fencing, badger gates,
procedures are given in App A2).
1. Clear scrub from eastern half of scrub woodland block surrounding Sett B (Fig 7) to
reduce likelihood of badgers excavating new setts. Scrub/tree clearance must be >30m
from nearest sett entrance. Consider likely presence of nesting birds & reptiles.
Fig 7 Eastern half of scrub in orange border
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2. Apply for badger licence to exclude badgers & destroy sett. Licence will be issued (to the
ecologist) after full planning permission has been granted.
3. Erect badger fence with gaps left at badger paths for insertion of badger gates around
remaining scrub block / Sett B.
4. Follow procedure & timing outlined in App A2. Steps include leaving gaps in fence at
badger paths open without badger gates, then installing badger gates to open both ways
before changing to one-way.
5. Monitor badger activity at gates & sett entrances until confirmation that badgers are
excluded from Sett B. Monitoring can be trail cameras at badger gates with sticks at sett
entrances.
6. Clear scrub woodland and excavate sett.
7. Remove badger fencing.
Appendix A1. Artificial Sett Construction
Key factors:
a) Choose a site that slopes downwards if possible.
b) Excavate area for sett so that the up-slope part for the chambers is flat with a gentle slope
downhill for the tunnels. Excavation can be 1.5 – 2m depth.
c) The ‘footprint’ area for the sett should be about 20m x 20m.
d) Aim for 8 – 10 chambers. Each chamber approx 80cm x 80cm x 50cm high and made of
logs or concrete slabs. (Example diags for setts given in Figs 8 & 9).
Fig 8 Simple 2 chamber sett on slope.

From: RSPCA, Problems with Badgers?
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Fig 9 Artificial sett using wooden stakes for chambers.

e) Each chamber will need at least 2 entrances. The chamber to entrance distance should be
>5m. Include some off-set chambers.
f) Tunnels / pipes should slope away from chambers if possible to avoid flooding. Where
this is not possible, pipe joins should ensure that water can escape (see Fig 8). Pipes
should be 300mm internal diam and either clay with collars, or plastic (Fig 9). Some
tunnels should be left open into the surrounding soil to allow badgers to excavate further.
One or more pipes should slope up to the surface to aid air circulation (see Fig 8).
g) Each chamber should be covered with a ply-wood ‘roof’, after filling the chamber with
clean, dry hay for bedding.
h) Once sett construction is complete the sett should be covered with earth to a level of
>1m.
i) Bramble, gorse, & blackthorn can be planted above the sett to provide future cover.

Appendix A2. Sett Closure (Badger Exclusion & Sett Destruction)
Note : removing reptiles (and avoiding breeding birds during the breeding season) may need to
be considered before sett closure works begin.
Key factors:
a) Badger Fence.
To be erected around the remaining block of scrub in which Sett B is located
should be chain link or locked joint netting (e.g. Tornado HT15/158/8 badger
fencing) with mesh size 100 x 50mm or 75 x 75mm.
Fence should be dug 30 – 60 cm into the ground and turned outwards to prevent
badger digging.
Maximum stake spacing is 8m with strainer posts at main changes in direction.
The fence should be approx 1.5m high. Along the top of the fence use either: 2
strands barbed wire; a single electrified wire; or an outward facing overhang, to
prevent badgers climbing over.
Fence can be attached to post & rail, or tensioned to strainer posts.
Identify well-used badger paths. Where fence crosses a badger path, a suitable
gap must be left in the base of the fence for a badger gate (see below).
Include a gate entrance (secure against badgers) to enable surveyor to gain
access to setts for monitoring.
2

b) Badger Gates.
Badger gates are designed so that they can be set up to open as two-way or oneway gates.
Procedure for managing badger access to the sett & excluding them is as
follows:
i.
Badger gate sized holes in badger fence are left gate-less for 1 week;
ii.
Gates fitted & left to swing both ways for 1 week. Monitoring is crucial
(using Trail cameras) to ensure that all badgers are using gates regularly.
iii.
Gates changed to open outwards only to prevent badgers returning to
sett.
iv.
Gates left as opening outwards for 14 days and well monitored (using
Trail cameras, sticks in sett entrances, sand at entrances).
v.
If, after 14 days (or longer if necessary), no badgers are present at the
sett, site clearance and sett destruction can begin.
c) Sett Destruction
The procedure for sett destruction at Sett B is:
i.
Fell all trees & scrub using a chainsaw and remove from site.
ii.
Once all sett entrances are exposed, digging can begin. This must be done with
care and with an ecologist present (to whom the badger licence was issued) in
case any badgers have remained undetected.
iii.
The sett should be excavated to a depth of approx 2m.
iv.
If there is likely to be a delay between sett destruction and the start of
construction works for the Egnedol project at this location the badger fence
should be left in situ until construction work starts.
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